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Abstract; In typical validations of computer performance models, 
analysist interpret the ptja) of queueing networks as time-proportions 
during which a given network state n is observed. They parameterize 
performance calculations with directly measured device service time 
functions and job device visit counts. Three operational assump-
tions constitute a minimal set of assumptions for calculating 
these p(n): the number of jobs observed to arrive at a device is 
(almost) the same as the number observed to depart; the number 
of transitions into a given system state is (almost) the same 
as the number out; arid the on-line service functions of devices 
are the same as the off-line service functions. The last assump-
tion, called "homogeneity", is the major approximation, on account 
of which queueing network results are not exact. It is closely 
related to the principle of decomposability* Operational queueing 
network theory is weaker than Markovian queueing network theory. 
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Since they can represent multiple resource systems, queueing net-
works have become a common analytic tool for computer system performance 
studies. The theoretical results have been known for a long time. In 
1957, Jackson published a paper showing the analysis of a multiple 
device system wherein each device contained one or more parallel servers 
and new jobs could enter or exit the system at any device [jACK57], In 
1963 Jackson extended his analysis to open systems with arbitrary state 
dependent service rates at all devices in the system [JACK63]. In 1967, 
Gordon and Newell extended this analysis to closed systems, wherein the 
number of jobs was held fixed [G0RD67]. In 1971, Buzen showed how to 
apply these models to computer systems [BUZE7l]; he developed efficient 
procedures for calculating performance quantities from these models [BUZE73]. 
Extensive validation since 1971 has verified that these models predict 
observed performance quantities with remarkable accuracy [BUZE75, GIAM76], 
Most analysts have expressed puzzlement at the accuracy of queueing 
network models. The traditional approach to deriving them depends on 
a series of concepts from the theory of stochastic processes; for example: 
• The system is modeled by a stationary stochastic process; 
• Jobs are stochastically independent; 
• Transitions among job steps within a job follow a Markov Chain; 
• The system is in stochastic equilibrium; 
• The service time requirements at each device follow an 
exponential distribution; and 
• The system is ergodic -- i . e . , long term time averages converge 
to the mean values computed for stochastic equilibrium. 
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The underlined words illustrate concepts that the analyst must understand 
to be able to use the models confidently. Not only are some of these 
concepts difficult, but some can be disproved empirically -- for example, 
system parameters change over time, jobs are dependent, job steps do 
not follow Markov chains, systems are observable only for short intervals, 
service distributions seldom follow exponentials. It is no wonder that 
many people are surprised that these models succeed, when applied to 
systems that violate so many assumptions of the analysis I 
Operational analysis explains these observations by showing a much 
weaker set of assunptions on which the validated results rely. (See 
BUZE76a,b,c; DENN75.) 
1.2 Typical Form of Validations 
Let i = 1 , . . . , K denote a device in the system, n^ denote the number 
of jobs present at the i ^ device, and n = (n . , , . . . , n ) denote a "state" 
1 K 
of the system. In general, n changes over time as jobs move among the 
devices, or enter and exit the system. Let p(n) denote the proportion 
of time during which the state is observed to be n; the p(n) sum to 1 
over all possible values of n . 
An analyst normally uses a model -- whether simulation or analytic — 
to define a method for computing, in terms of workload and device para-
meters, either p(n) or quantities derived from p(n). Three important 
derived quantities are the queue distributions, the mean queue lengths, 
and the device utilizations. The queue distribution p^(n) for device i 
measures the proportion of time n: 
p ^ n ) = p(n) . 
n, n, =n 
3 
The mean queue Length at device i is 
= / n p (n) . 
1 55D 1 
The utilization of device i is the proportion of time n.̂  > 0: 
U = X P ^ n ) • 
n>0 1 
In a typical validation, the analyst will use physical properties 
of the devices, together with empirical data on request sizes, to deter-
mine the mean service time for one task at a device. He will use empiri-
cal data on the workload to determine how often jobs generate tasks for 
the various devices. He will use the model, applied to these parameters, 
to compute vaLues for quantities like and n^. If these computed values 
compare well with actual (measured) values, over many different observa-
tion periods, he will conclude that the model is good. (See Figure 1 . ) 
Thereafter, he may employ it confidently for predicting future behavior 
or evaluating proposed changes in the system. 
The important observation Is that many practical validations interpret 
model p(n) as proportions of time rather than as probabilities. Though 
stochastic assumptions are sufficient to calculate the p(n), they are 
stronger than necessary. 
Three single, operational, assumptions define the weakest conditions 
under which p(n) can be computed from device and workload parameters: 
• All quantities must be measurable in finite observation periods --
there is no assumption of "stationarity" or "steady state". 
• The system must be work conservative — i . e . , the number of 
entries to a given device (or system state) must be (almost) 
the same as the number of exits from that device (state) 
during the observation period. 
4 
Figure 1. Typical validation scheme. 
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• The system must be homogeneous — i . e . , the mean output rate 
of each device for given queue length is the same whether 
the device is on-Line or off-line. (When a device is off line, 
its output rate for given queue length is measured by subjecting 
it to constant load.) 
Our interest in this paper is showing how the operational assump-
tions are employed to set up tLe the "local balance equations" of queue-
ing network analysis. The usual product form solutions and computational 
procedures are then applicable. The conclusion is that (quantities derived 
from) the p(ii) actually depend only on the operational assumptions, which 
are weaker than the stochastic ones traditionally used. 
The weaker assuiqptions of operational analysis restrict the set 
of questions that can be answered about queueing networks. The limita-
tions of operational analysis will be discussed at the end of the paper. 
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2 OPERATIONAL QUANTITIES IN NETWORKS 
2.1 Basic Device and Routing Measures 
Figure 2 shows two of the K devices in a multiple resource network. 
A device may depend on load to the extent that its work completion rate 
is a function of n^, the number of jobs present there. All jobs of this 
system are of one class — i . e . , they exhibit similar patterns of demand. 
A job enters the system at the point ' IN ' ; whereupon It circulates 
through the network, waiting in queues and having job steps (tasks) 
served at various devices; when done, it exits at 'OUT'. 
The model assumes no job overlaps its use of different devices. 
In practice, few applications ever achieve more than 2 or 3 per cent 
overlap between central processor (CPU) and input/output ( I /O) devices: 
the error introduced by this model assumption is not significant. 
If n i is the number of jobs present at device i , then N = nj+. . .+n^ 
is the total in the system. If N is fixed, the system is closed; this 
is modeled by connecting the output back to the input. The system 
output rate. XQ, is the number of jobs per unit time leaving the system; 
it is a function of N, 
Suppose the system is observed for a time interval C^JT], wherein 
these data are collected (i = 1 , . . . , K ) : 
A . (n) , number of arrivals at device i when n. = n; 
i I 
C . j (n) , number of times jobs start tasks at device j just 
after completing tasks at device i , when n: and 
T^(n) , total time during which n.. = n. 
If we treat the "outside world" as device " 0 ' we can define also 
C(-)i(n), number of jobs whose first task was at device i when N=n; and 
C . n (n ) , number of jobs whose last task was at device i when n.=n. 
7 
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Figure 2. A queueing network. 
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Note that C Q Q ( T O = 0 for all n. The number of completions at device 1 
is computed as 
K 
C. (n) = X ! C (n) , i = 1 , . . . , K . 
1 j=0 1 J 
The number of arrivals to the system when N=n is 
K 
V n ) = ^ G 0 i C n ) ' 
i=l 
The method of partitioning the data according to time intervals 
in which n£=n is called stratified sampling. The sets of intervals in 
which n^=n are sometimes called the "strata" of the sample. This 
technique aggregates data in the same stratum. 
In terms of the (stratified) data, these operational quantities 
are defined: "" *" 
X i ( n ) , job flow rate from device i when n i=n, X^(n) = C i (n ) /T . (n ) 
P i ( n ) , proportion of time when n^=n, P ^ n ) = T^(n)/T 
S . (n ) , mean service time when n.=n, S . ( n ) = T . ( n ) / C ( n ) 
i i i l l 
(None of these quantities is defined if its denominator is 0 . ) Define 
the total number of completions at device i to be 
<i = X C.(n) , 
n>0 
and the overaE output rate of device i to be 
X. = C./T . 
i l 
It is easily verified from the definitions that 
= X P,<n) X (n) . 
n>0 1 1 
Define the total busy time of device i to be 
9 
B = T . (n ) . 
1 fe) 1 
The mean service time over all tasks completed at device i Is 
S. = B./C. . 
l i i 
It is easily verified that the utilization satisfies 
\ = V i , i = 1 , . . . , K . 
(See-also BUZE76c.) 
Let J,̂  denote the total job-seconds accumulated at device i . 
that is, 
J- = n T. (n) . 
i '—- i 
n>0 
Two more operational quantities follow: 
n.̂  = mean queue length, n^ = J^/T 
R̂^ — mean response time of a task, R^ = J^/C^ 
These definitions Imply the operational Little's Formula: 
n i ~ R i X i 5 i = 1 , . . . , K . 
(See also BUZE76c.) 
In the special case of a load independent system, the load parameter 
(n) can be dropped from the service times and work rates; thus S.(n)=S^, 
and X i (n)=X i > In this case, data collection is simpler because the data 
do not need to be stratified. 
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Congestion In a qucueing network depends not only on the service 
functions S^(n) of devices, but also on the frequencies at which jobs 
generate tasks for the devices. We define the routing frequency as 
which is the fraction of the completions at device i that move immedi-
ately to device j . In most cases the routing frequencies depend only 
on intrinsic job characteristics; they are independent of queue lengths. 
Thus quantities like q. r(n) = C. , (n) /C. (n) are of no interest. In some 
ij ij i 
systems, the routing frequencies depend on the total load, N; for 
exanple, the relative frequency of swapping requests will increase as 
N increases in a multiprogrammed memory fixed in size [0ENN76]. We 
will not consider this case further here. 
2.2 On-Line and Off-Line Behavior 
The method of stratified sampling defines a (load dependent) 
service function, S ^ n ) , for each device i . It is defined so that 
X^(n) = 1/S^(n) is the number of tasks per unit time leaving device i , 
over all time periods in which n̂ ^ = n. We call this the on-line service 
function of the device. 
The analyst can also measure an off-line service function, S*(n). 
He does this with a "constant load" controlled experiment — in which, 
for given n, he maintains n^= n. The rule of the experiment is, simply, 
that a new job of the given class is added to the device's queue just 
after a previous job completes service. I f , during T seconds of such 
an experiment, the analyst observes C jobs leaving the device, he assigns 
S * ( n ) = T / c 
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Off line behavior Is often easier to determine than on line behavior 
becau S6j off-line, the device is isolated from possible interactions with 
the rest of the system. Off-line behavior can often be determined from 
simple analysis or simulation. Analysts frequently use off-line character-
istics as approximations to the true behavior when a device is on line. 
The concept of off-line behavior can be extended to an entire 
subsystem. He will return to this is the section on decomposability. 
3 JOB FLOW ANALYSIS AMD BOTTLENECKS 
3.1 Job Flow Balance 
Suppose that we know the overall mean service times and the 
routing frequencies ( q ^ ) ; how much can we determine about overall 
device output rates (X^)? This question is usually approached through 
the approximation known as the 
Principle of Job Flow Balance. For each device i , X.̂  
is the same as the total input rate to device i . 
This principle will give a good approximation when the difference between 
arrivals and completions, A^-C^, is small compared to C^. When it holds, 
we refer to the X i as device throughputs. Expressing it as an equation, 
K 
= = H C J = 0 , . . . , K . 
i=0 
(The dependence of C^ and A^ on n^ has been removed by summing over all 
observed values of n . . ) The definition q . . = C , . /C . allows writing 
i ij i 6 
K 
C. = X I C. q. . . 
J S O 1 1 J 
Employing the definition X.̂  = w e °btain 
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If the network is open, XQ will have a value determined by the 
environment and these equations will have a unique solution for the 
unknowns X^. However, if the system is closed, the equations have no 
unique solution; the sum of the X^-equations for j = 1 , . . . , K is 
K K K K 
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0 = J T
 X i q i 0 ' 
which is the equation for j=0. Since XQ is unknown in a closed network, 
this shows that there are K independent equations and K+l unknowns. 
Even when the job flow equations cannot be solved for a unique set 
of X^, they still contain considerable information of value. Define 
V. = x . / x 0 , 
which is the job flow through device I relative to the system throughput. 
Our definitions imply that V^ = C i / C o ' i s t*le number of completions 
at device i for each completion at the system: V^ is the mean number of 
requests per job for device i . We refer to V as the visit count of a 
for device Substituting into the job flow balance equations* wg 
obtain the 
Job Visit Count Equations 
v o - 1 
K 
V. = q„. + 2T V. q. , 
J i Hij j — 1 , » • . ,K 
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A unique solution of these equations is always possible. If XQ is known, 
we can compute X^ = 
The solution of the p(n) of a queueing network will, as we shall 
see, require knowledge of the visit counts, V^, and of the service func-
tions, S ^ n ) . The routing frequencies are used in the proofs to show 
that this is so. In practice, the analyst needs only to extract the 
2 
K visit counts from workload data, rather than as many as (K+l) values 
of q. . . 
ij 
3.2 Saturation and Bottlenecks in Systems of Load Independent Parameters 
In a network whose parameters are load independent — that is, S^(n) 
= S^ for all n>0 and the q ^ do not depend on the total load N -- job 
flow analysis yields enough information to deduce throughputs under light 
and heavy loads. The following results are the operational counterparts 
of results obtained by Muntz and Wong for Markovian networks [MUNT74, 
MUNT75; also DENN75]. 
In general, the ratio of any two throughputs is given by the ratio 
of the visit counts: 
X ^ X = V V j » f o r all H. 
Since U = a similar property holds for utilizations: 
U./U. = V .S . /V S . , for all N, j + 0. 
* j 1 1 ] J 
These properties were first observed by Chang and Lavenberg for Markovian 
networks [CHAN72]. 
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Device 1 is saturated if its utilization reaches 1007., In this 
case the formula U, = X.S, implies 
I i I r 
X. = 1 /S . , 
which is the maximum throughput achieveable at device I . (In general, 
IT < 1 and X i < 1 / S i . ) To achieve 1^=1, device i must have a long 
queue; for this reason it is called a "bottleneck". Every system has 
at least one bottleneck. We use the subscript b for any device capable 
of being a bottleneck. Thus 1 and X^ = will be observed if 
N becomes large enough. 
Since the ratios li^lU^ are fixed, the device i with the largest 
value of V.S. will be the first to achieve 100% utilization as N 
i I 
increases; thus 
V b = » i v i s i V K } * 
Since V = X , /X_ , and since XL = 1/S, is saturation, b d u b b 
X 0 = 1 / V b S b 
is the maximum value of system throughput. Since is the total ser-
vice time requirement of a job at device i , the sum 
R = V 1 + . . . + V K S K 
is the minimum possible value of mean response time. In fact, R is 
the mean response time when N=l. This implies that XQ=1/R when N=l. 
These properties of XQ are summarized in Figure 3. As a function 
of N, XQ rises monotonically from XQ (1) = 1/R to asymptote 1/V^S^. It 
stays below the line of slope 1/R eminating from the origin: job inter-
ference via queueing when N=k prevents throughput from reaching k/R. 
15 
jobs/sec 
Figure 3. System throughput function. 
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Were we to hypothesize that k jobs always manage to avoid delaying 
each other, so that X^ « k/R, the saturation asymptote requires that 
k/R < 1/V S , or 
v S + . . . +V s 
k < N * - V X - V S < K • 
b b b b 
In other words, k > N* would imply with certainty that some device 
were saturated. Since N* thus represents a load beyond which queueing 
is certain to occur somewhere in the system, we call N* the "saturation 
point" of the system. 
To summarize: the workload parameters or the job visit equations 
allow the analyst to determine the visit counts V . Device character-
istics a l l o w him to determine the mean service time per visit S^. The 
largest of the products determines the bottleneck device b. The 
sum of the products determines the smallest possible mean response time 
R. The system throughput is 1/V^S^ in saturation and the saturation 
point is N* = R/V.S. . 
b D 
An analysis leading to a sketch like Figure 3 may give some 
gross guidance on the effects of proposed changes. For example, reduc-
ing V^S^ for a device i which is not a bottleneck ( e . g . , by reducing the 
service time or the visit count) will not affect the bottleneck; it will 
make no change in the asymptote and will produce at best a small change 
in minimal response time. Reducing the product V^S for all the bottle-
neck devices will remove the bottleneck; it will raise the asymptote 
and reduce minimal response time. However, this effect will be noticed 
only as long as V^S^ remains the largest of the too much improve-
ment at device b will cause the bottleneck to move elsewhere. 
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4 SOLUTIONS FOR STATE OCCUPANCIES 
4.1 State Space Balance 
Let T(n) denote the total time during which state n = ( n , , . . . , n ) 
1 K, 
Is observed in a network over an interval [0 ,T] ; the T(n) sum to T 
over all n. The time proportion for n Is p(n) = T (n ) /T . 
In the following discussion, k, n, and m denote distinct system 
states. Let A(n,m) denote the number of one-step transitions observed 
from n to m; since the system's remaining in a state Is not counted as 
a transition, A(n,n) = 0 . We make the approximation, 
Principle of State Balance. The number of entries to 
every state is the same as the number of exits from 
that state during the observation period. 
With this, we can write "conservation of transition" equations: 
A(k,n) = A(n,m) , all n . 
k m 
The only error in these equations is a +1 (-1) terra missing on the right 
side if n is the final ( initial) state of the system for the observation 
period. This error is not significant if the initial and final states 
are visited frequently; it is zero if the initial and final states are 
the same. For given n both sides of the equation are zero if and only 
if T(n) = 0 . 
The transition rate from n to m is the number of transitions per 
unit time n is occupied: 
B(n,m) = A(n,m)/T(n), T (n) ^ 0; 
it is not defined if T(n) = 0 . The conservation equations can be 
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reexpressed as 
X T(k) B(k,n) = T(n) ^ » 
k m 
for all n in which B(n,m) is defined; note T(n)=0 when B(n,m) is not 
defined. If we substitute T(n) = p(n)T and cancel T , we obtain the 
State Space Balance Equations 
^ p(k) B(k,n) = p(n) B(n,m) 
k m 
for all n in which each B (n , . ) is defined. 
Because the T(n) sum to T , we can augment these equations with the 
normalizing condition 
I p(n) = 1 , 
which will guarantee that only one set of p(n) can satisfy them. (Our 
definitions inqjly p(n) = 0 for states n not Included in the balance 
equations.) 
4»2 Solving the Balance Equations 
The state space balance equations are nothing more than algebraic 
identities on the operational definitions of p(n) and B(n,m). Were an 
analyst prepared to measure system states, he would hardly use these 
equations to "solve" for the p(n) . The analyst is instead interested 
in how to express the B(n,ro) in terms of device and workload parameters, 
so that he can obtain (unique) values for the p(n) without actually 
measuring any system states. 
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The system state space contains a large number, L, of possible n 
values. If N Is the maximum number of jobs ever observed In the system, 
K NIK-j 
L may be as large as (N+l) in an open system, and as large as ( ) 
K-1 
in a closed system. To render the balance equations more manageable, 
analysts often use this approximation: 
One Step Behavior. The only observable state changes 
result from single jobs either entering the system, or 
moving between pairs of devices in the system, or exiting 
from the system. 
This assumption reduces the number of nonzero transition rates to 
2 2 
about K in a load-independent system, and to about NK in a load-
dependent system. This assumption usually introduces little or no error. 
Let 
n^j = ( n j , . . . , n ^ + l , . . . , n ^ - l , . . . 
—iO = ( " i * • • • » n i + 1 « 
—Oj = ( n j » • • • j " j • • • j n ^ ) 
denote states which are "neighbors" of n relative to the one step assump-
tion. The state space balance equations reduce to (for all n): 
Z P ^ i j ^ n n) + 2 . p (n i 0 )B (n . 0 , n ) + I p (n n . )B (n n . , n ) 
ijj i j 
= P<a) I Z B^H'I!. • ) B(n,nn . ) + Z B(n ,n . n ) ) 
\ i , j 3 i j 3 / 
The first terms on left and right correspond to jobs making ( i , j ) transi-
tions within the system; the second terms on left and right correspond 
to jobs exiting the system from device i ; the third terms on left and 
right correspond to jobs entering the system at device j . All sums 
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on i and j use values 1 , . . . , K . (For a closed system, the second and 
third terms on left and right are dropped, and q „ is increased by 
^iO^Oj*^ Relative to the one step assumption, these equations are 
algebraic identities over the p(n) and B(n,m). 
To obtain solutions of these equations from device and workload 
parameters, analysts frequently combine routing frequencies with off 
line device characteristics to determine the transition rates. Substi-
tuting the off-line characteristics for the on-line is a major approxi-
mation. In doing it , the analyst is asserting 
The substitutions implied by this assumption are summarized in Table I . 
We have defined the binary indicator variable, , to be 1 when n̂ ^ > 0 
and 0 when n^ = 0; this variable sets transition rates between pairs 
of states to zero when one of the states is illegitimate. Under the 
substitutions of Table I , together with the identities qQj+»• •+{1Qk
 = 1 
and q^O^^i l"1"*" ' "^iK = ^ t"*1e balance equations reduce to 
These equations are identical in form to the "local balance equations" 
of Markovian queueing networks [KLEI76]. The analyst can solve them 
for the p(n) without measuring the state space. Since the solution is 
Homogeneity. The off-line service function, S£(n), of each 
device i is the same as its on-line service function, S . ( n ) . 
Homogenized Balance Equations 
all n 
21 






" I J — n 
Homogeneous Rate 
B C n ^ n ) = q ^ I j / S ^ + l ) 
BCn^j i ) = ( I i j I i / S l ( n i ) 
i — 0 
—10 — B<n1 0 ,n) = q l Q / S i ( n 1 +l ) 
—Oi 
B<n,n 0 i) ^ q ^ / S ^ n . ) 
j n B(n0j,Jl) = V V j 
— — jO B ( n ^ j 0 ) = X 0qQ j 
approximate — mainly because of the homogeneity assumption — the 
results require validation. Practical experience is good. 
The solution of the homogenized balance equations is known to 
be of the "product forrrf1 
I K 
p(n) = j T T F (n ) . 
I I 1 = 1 
The term corresponding to device i is 
f 1, n = 0 
F±(n) = 1 
[ X iS 1 (n)F 1 (n-l) , n > 0 
The X i are a solution of the job flow balance equations and G is a normali-
zing constant, (See COFF73, GELE76, KLEI76.) Efficient procedures are 
available for computing G and the queue distributions p . (n ) [BUZE73, GELE76], 
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Our assumptions — queueing network connectedness, job and state 
flow balance, and homogeneity — imply a nonzero transition rate in and 
out of every possible state n of the network. The model will therefore 
assign nonzero values to all p^n) even though the actual system may not 
enter all its possible states. The model of a closed system thus deter-
1 
mines ( ^ ^ ) values of p(n) ; the model of an open system, with a 
K 
maximum of N jobs observed, determines (N+l) values of p(n) . 
The normalizing constant of an open system can be expressed as 
a product of normalizing constants: 
N M K. K N K 
G = 2 1 I T F i ( n i
) = T T 2 I W = T T c i 
n =0 n =0 i=l 1=1 n =0 
I K . i 
Now: the solution of a network containing only device i , and having 
throughput X^, is 
P . ( n . ) = F . C n ^ / G . G i = W 
I 
This implies that, for an open system, 
K 
= T T P i ^ i ^ • 
i=l 
In other words, p(ji) is the product of the (marginal) queue distributions 
of the devices, the marginal distribution being determined as if the 
device were off line with job flow X^ identical to the job flow it experi-
ences on line. This is the operational counterpart of Jackson's Theorem 
[JACK63; also GELE76]. It can also be deduced from the "generalized 
birth death" analysis, which is the operational counterpart of Markovian 
birth-death anaLysis [BUZE76a,bJ. No similar property holds for 
closed networks. 
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A.3 An Example 
Figure 4 illustrates a simple system with K=2 and N=2. The timing 
diagram shows a possible behavior that can be observed. The numbers 
within the diagram show which job is using the device, and shaded portions 
indicate idleness. The observed states ( n ^ ^ ) are shown below the timing 
diagram. The devices are load Independent. The observation period is [0 ,20] . 
We will compare the model solutions with the actual behavior of 
this system. The basic operational quantities are 
51 = V C 1 = 2 0 / 3 U1 = V T = 1 x i = C i / T = 3/20 
5 2 = B 2 / C 2 = 1 U2 = V T " 3 / 2 0 X2 ~ C 2 / T = 3 / 2 0 
The proportions of time of state occupancy are 
p( 20) = T(20)/T = 17/20 p(ll) = T(ll ) /T = 3/20 
The transition rates are 
B(20,11) = A(20,11)/T(20) = 3/17 
B(11,20) = A( 11,20)/T(11) = 1 
The balance equations are 
p(20)(3/17) = p ( l l ) ( l ) 
p ( l l ) ( l ) = p(20)(3/17) 
p(ll ) + p(20) = 1 
It is easily verified that the observed p(n) satisfy these equations. 
The system is not homogeneous. Homogeneity assigns transition rates 
as follows: 
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X 0 ~ X1 ~ X 2 
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Figure A. Two device system and observed behavior. 
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B(20,11) = 1/S 1 = 3/20 B(11,20) = L/S2 = 1 
B(11,02) = 1/SJ = 3/20 B(02,11) « 1/S 2 = 1 
These rates allow state 02 to be occupied, which is not observed in the 
actual system. The balance equations become 
p ( U X l ) = p(20) (3 /20) 
P(20) (3 /20) + p(02) (l ) = p ( l l ) ( l + 3 /20) 
p(11) (3 /20) = p(02) (1) 
p(20)+p(ll)+p(02) = 1 
For which the solution is 
p(20) = 400/469 p(ll ) = 60/469 p(02) = 9/469 
This solution differs from the observed p(n) . The predicted utilizations a 
Uj = p(20) + p(11) = 460/469 
U2 = p ( l l ) + p(02) = 69/469 
which yield X j " x 2
 = = T h e error between these predictions 
are the true values is under 2%: homogeneity enabled a solution agreeing 
closely with the observations. 
Since X^ = X1 = X 2 , the visit counts are
 V j = V 2 = 1* T ' i e product 
form solution specifies 
p C n ^ ) = ( V 1 S 1 )
n i ( V 2 S 2 )
n 2 / G = ( 2 0 / 3 ) n i ( l ) n 2 / G = ( 20 / 3 ) n i / G 
where 
G = ( 20 /3 ) ° + (20/3)* + ( 20 /3 ) 2 = 469/9 





(20/3) 2 /G = 400/469 
(20/3) 1 /G = 60/469 
(20/3)° /G = 9/469 . 
5 DECOMPOSABILITY 
If a subsystem interacts weakly with its environment, the transient 
behaviors of the subsystem will have little effect on the long run dyna-
mics of the environment. Very little error will be Introduced by sup-
posing that the subsystem is in equilibrium for the entire interval between 
two interactions with the environment. The principle of decomposability 
allows an analyst to decouple a subsystem from its environment, determine 
its equilibria in isolation, then substitute the equilibria for the true 
behaviors when the subsystem is embedded in its environment. It is a 
powerful approximation tool. (See C0UR75.) 
Operationally, decomposability allows an analyst to conduct a series 
of controlled experiments on the subsystem in question. He subjects it 
to a constant load, n jobs of the given type, for some time period of T 
seconds. Just after each completion in the controlled experiment, he 
adds another job to keep the load at n . He counts the number of comple-
tions, C, and assigns S(n) = T/C. In the environment, he replaces the 
subsystem by a load dependent device of service function S(n). If indeed 
the subsystem interacted weakly with the environment, the principle of 
decomposability holds that the marginal distribution p^(n^) of any 
device in the environment will not be significantly affected by this 
replacement. 
Operationally, decomposability asserts that off line behavior of 
a subsystem or device is nearly the same as its on line behavior: inter-
actions are too weak to alter the off line behavior substantially. The 
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homogeneity assumption is nothing more than an assertion of perfect 
decomposability. 
Chandy, Herzog, and Woo proved a theorem for systems whose p(n) 
satisfy the "local balance equations" (homogenized balance equations) 
[CHAN75]]- Their theorem implies that a subsystem can be replaced by a 
single load dependent device, whose service function is obtained by 
studying the subsystem off line, with no effect on the marginal 
distribution p i ( n i ) of any device outside the subsystem. This theorem 
is a property of the product form solution; consequently it works for 
operational analysis. In other words, a network of homogeneous devices 
is itself homogeneous relative to the environment in which it is embedded. 
The decomposability principle permits studying a nonhomogeneous 
subsystem using operational analysis. Regardless of its internal behavior, 
a subsystem may successfully be represented by a homogeneous device, as 
long as it interacts weakly with its environment. The off line behavior 
of the equivalent device can be obtained by a direct controlled experi-
ment on the subsystem, by a simulation, or by an analysis. 
6 LIMITATIONS OF OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 
Operational analysis speclfi es a weakest set of assumptions necessary 
to compute the proportions of time p(n) a queueing network occupies each 
state n, when only the mean service functions of devices and the job 
visit counts are known. To the extent that operational assumptions resem-
ble practical conditions more closely than Markovian assumptions, they 
explain the success of typical queueing network validations. To the extent 
that operational assuiqptions are intuitive, more analysts can use the 
queueing network models with confidence and understanding. 
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Operational analyses do not produce exact answers. The principles 
of job flow balance and state flow balance are not met exactly in actual 
systems during most finite Intervals; however, the error introduced by 
these assumptions is generally not significant. The greatest error is 
introduced by the homogeneity principle. In practice, devices do inter-
act; their on line service functions, measured by stratified sampling, 
may differ significantly from their service functions measured off line 
under fixed load. Homogeneity predicts that all model states will be 
occupied, even if some actual system states are not. Homogeneity employs 
no information about the shapes of service distributions, which do 
influence the results. 
Operational assumptions restrict the set of questions that can be 
answered about queueing networks. These assumptions produce a theory 
of queueing networks just powerful enough to answer questions about 
quantities derivable from the time proportions p(n) . The Markovian 
assumptions in the stochastic queueing network theory considerably broaden 
the set of answerable questions. For example: 
• Operational analysis has nothing to set about the effect of the 
shape of the service distributions on the p(n). Using the method 
of stages, Markovian assumptions allow studying almost any service 
distribution encountered in practice. (See BASK75, GELE76, KLEI76.) 
• Operational analysis has nothing to say about the state of the 
system at time t (except to the extent that p(n) is the probability 
of observing state n at a "random" time t ) . Markovian assumptions 
allow constructing differential equations relating state probabilities 
p (n ,t ) . These equations can, in principle, be solved for the transient 
behavior of the system. They can be used to study p(n,t^) given n ( t 1 ) . 
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To answer such questions, operational assumptions must be augmented by 
some or all of the stochastic assumptions. 
Operational analysis is sometimes criticized on the grounds that 
the homogeneous assumption "hides" a Markovian assumption -- with the 
implication that it is equivalent to Markovian queuelng network theory. 
The examples of the previous paragraph, which show important questions 
not answerable in operational analysis, disprove this assertion. More-
over, operational analysis can be applied in finite time periods; 
steady-state Markovian analysis cannot. Operational analysis permits 
using measured parameters directly; Markovian analysis requires careful 
estimation of stochastic parameters. 
Operational analysis is also criticized on the grounds that the 
lack of "stochastic regularity" makes the models useless in performance 
prediction. To study this assertion, consider a typical scheme of pre-
diction, shown in Figure 5. The analyst begins with a model and model 
workload validated against an actual system (as in Figure 1). He cons-
tructs a projected set of workload and device parameters under the future 
conditions — e .g . , the same system with a new workload at a future time, 
or the same workload in a different system. He applies the same model 
to calculate projected performance quantities. If the modified system 
is ever built, he validates the predictions by comparing the actual 
workload against the projection (#1) , and the actual performance quanti-
ties against the projected (#2) . Serious errors in validation #2 almost 
always result from errors in workload prediction. After all, previous 
validations established the ability of the model to compute performance 




Figure 5. Typical performance prediction scheme. 
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The central point here is that the difficulty in performance pre-
diction is not the model. It is, rather, predicting the workload. This 
is a very important problem, but has nothing to do with operational analysis. 
Operational analysis defines a mathematical system weaker than 
stochastic analysis. Because it is weaker, it applies to a larger class 
of systems; but it answers fewer questions. Even as there is a hierarchy 
of algebraic systems in mathematics -- semigroups, groups, fields — so 
there is a hierarchy of mathematical systems for performance analysis. 
At the lowest level is bottleneck analysis, which assumes only that 
the visit counts and service functions are known and that job flow is 
conserved. At the next level is the network state space analysis, 
which adds the assumptions of state transition conservation and device 
homogeneity. At the highest level is Markovian queueing network analysis. 
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